World’s Best Cisco Lab
World’s Best Cisco Lab For Students To Learn And Crack The
Exams

Networking Professionals
The job of a networking professional is more practical oriented than ever, with devices, blinking
racks and systems it is of utmost importance for individual choosing this career path to have a
clear understanding and practical knowledge of the systems. Theoretical knowledge can only
take you a few steps in the understanding of the systems. It’s the practical approach that larger
firms and companies cater to, in building commercial infrastructure and troubleshooting the
everyday issues that may arise as and when.
Hence, practical experience plays a key role in the life of a network professional. When one opts
to undertake certification from industry leaders like Cisco, to increase one’s prospects and
credential in the industry, it becomes more than necessary than he/she has the grasp of the
practical aspects of the technology as well. Hence hands-on labs and awareness of practical
scenarios play a pivotal role.

Need Of Cisco Labs
Cisco is the leader in the field of networking hardware and software, and their certifications like
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CCIE have held key prestigious positions in the market for years. Any individual that hold these
certifications is seen as well-established networking expert.
Hence training institutes like Networkers Guru make it a keynote to enable candidates and
aspirants to have as much training and practical awareness of the devices and acquaintance
with scenarios as necessary. This enables the participants not only to overcome their lack of
awareness but also understand the practical working and aspects of the systems.

Cisco Labs are meant to help individual improvise on every aspect of the training and
acquaintance necessary for one to understand the vast number of scenarios a networking
professional can come across in his daily work life. Keeping this need in mind Networkers Guru
manages to provide one of the largest Cisco Labs to its students for training on the globe and
the largest in the country.

Cisco Lab Features
The training labs provided by Networkers Guru are available to candidates 24*7 on demand.
The participants can train under the professional guidance of CCIE certified professionals who
are well aware of the systems of the infrastructure
The facility provides a dedicated lab for dedicated courses taught by them like CCIE: R&S,
Security, Collaboration | CCNP: R&S, Security, Collaboration and CCNA: R&S, Security,
Collaboration and so on. All the training racks are equipped with ultra-modern devices and
equipment. This allows individuals pursuing any of the tracks to have full access to the devices,
under expert lab assistance, enabling them to under concepts and working scenario better than
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any other individual.
Networkers Guru makes sure that each of the dedicated racks that are made available to the
candidates for training on specific or various tracks strictly follows the blueprint guidelines as
mentioned by Cisco and is always under the process of constant revision as required. This
ensures that the equipment and technology stay updated as per Cisco guidelines.

Benefits For Students And Participants
Networkers Guru follows an intensive training model for individuals that comprises of 2 hours
theoretical followed by 3-hour practical session. This ensures that each participating individual
has sufficient time and guidance to get acquainted with the devices dedicated to track
technologies he or she opts to follow on real Cisco devices.

Doubt clearing sessions are held for both practical and theoretical aspects of the certification
tracks that one opts for and the 24*7 available lab access makes it easier for individual
participating to follow so. This ensures that each individual is fully equipped with both the
practical as well as the theoretical understanding of the subject matter at hand under
professional mentorship.
With the intensive training module program and the best expert training team available at hand,
Networkers Guru assures that each of its students gets the most of their training and join the
pool of their certified professionals, which are available in plenty. Additionally, they make sure to
undertake PD sessions and Mock interviews under the expert guidance, so as to prepare the
individual for job prospects.
This candidate-centric approach helps Networkers Guru to improvise and help an individual to
become experts in the field of networking technology and clear their certification tracks, which
even the candidates opt to follow.
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